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To Achieve Customer Satisfaction,
Trust And Confidence

Through Continues Improvement In Quailty Of Products



HITECH
GENERAL TRADING LLC

Hi-Tech Trading L.L.C. is a specialized Oil field equipment trader and

has potential to supply equipment for fully mechanized plants and

laser sorting facilities in the UAE, offering complete supply for to the

highest standards. As an Oil Field Equipment we have scope to supply

v a r i o u s  o i l  re l a t e d  r a w  m a t e r i a l s  a n d  e n d  p ro d u c t s .

We are UAE based so our products carry UAE certificate of origin

which allows all products that we handle to be duty free in the 5 GCC

states. We maintain international standards and procedures

throughout our trade..



ABOUT US
Quality is our greatest priority and inimitability . “Hi-Tech” ensures that

all projects are executed under the Highest international standards and

rightly identify within us in our quality. The successful completion

of projects is our further to proof that our well experienced and highly

specialized staffs guarantees unmatched product superiority and

complete customer satisfaction. Our People are our best assets.

“ TO ACHIEVE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION, TRUST AND

CONFIDENCE THROUGH CONTINUES IMPROVEMENT

IN QUAILTY OF PRODUCTS "

To offer our clients the highest quality products and service, adding the

experience and innovation that we have developed over decades of

commitment to the business.

•VISION

We understand all our customers are different and their business is

Highly demanding and competitive, so we have learnt to work hard to

understand and meet the requirements of each customer in his own way.

•MISSION



PRODUCT

•Engineering Contractor
•Refining Units
•Power & Water

Oil Field Equipment

Quality is our greatest priority and inimitability. “Hi-Tech” ensures that

all projects are executed under the highest international standards and

rightly identify within us in our quality. The successful completion of

projects is our further to proof that our well experienced and Highly

specialized staffs guarantees unmatched product superiority and

complete customer satisfaction. Our People are our best assets.



PRODUCT
ENGINEERING CONTRACTOR

HITECH has extensive experience in the offshore, oil & gas, engineering

and construction related industries. Our people have worked on site

and at management levels within the industry so we understand the

pressures that you work under as well as the importance of providing a

service that can be reliably consistent and trusted.

We take tenders of Oil field equipment supply in the MENA region

and deliver products at provided deadline for misinterpreted operation

and maintain quality of the spares genuinely.



PRODUCT
REFINING UNITS

HITECH provide single-source equipment management, quick supply

challenging environmental demands and superior quality control for

reliable and cost-effective operations. We’ve delivered spares for more

than 1,400 fully-engineered and pre-fabricated modular Refining units

delivered to customers around the world. Our expertise and project

execution experience can help you manage and monetize resources

more effectively.

Refining units of various scales and various products are being under

our scope of equipment supply. We are routinely supplying to our

contract basis client in a hassle free that keeps us at their top supplier

priority.



PRODUCT
POWER & WATER

Proven reliability, fuel flexibility and low emissions of our equipment

range makes the plants suitable for demanding applications in the oil

and gas industry, such as processing facilities, pump stations,

compressor stations, marine terminals etc.

Our range of equipment covers the spares used while water hauling,

water treatment and water cooling process in the oil field. We supply

quality equipment and spares as we are aware of the efficiency being

the critical factor in the oil field industry.



PRODUCT

Luckily, you don’t need to handle large amounts of crude in order to

trade the oil markets.

Oil is a hugely popular commodity among traders. With supply and

demand constantly in flux, volatility is never far away – and liquidity

is rarely hard to find. Find out how to get started trading oil here,

with a quick introduction followed by detailed instructions.

Hi-Tech General Trading llc While oil importers and exporters use futures

to insure against the adverse effects of oil price volatility, traders can use

them to speculate on oil without buying or selling the commodity itself

Oil Trading



PRODUCT
WHITE SPIRIT

White spirit, as is petrol, is a petroleum distillate. The odour and capacity

to act as solvent depend on the extent to which the so-called "aromatic

hydrocarbons" are present in the solvent. Well-known aromatic

hydrocarbons are xylene and toluene, which incidentally are present

only in small quantities in white spirit. Various types of white spirit are

available.

In general the solvent capacity increases if the percentage of aromatic

hydrocarbons is highly. The odourless property of odourless white spirit

is the result of the almost complete lack of aromatic hydrocarbons,

resulting in not only the odour being much less but the solvent capacity

as well. Talens "Artists' grade" white spirit and Odourless white spirit

are 100% volatile.



PRODUCT
FUEL OIL

Fuel oil, also called furnace oil, fuel consisting mainly of residues from

crude-oil distillation. It is used primarily for steam boilers in power plants,

aboard ships, and in industrial plants. Commercial fuel oils usually are

blended with other petroleum fractions to produce the desired viscosity

and flash point. Flash point is usually higher than that of kerosene.

The term fuel oil ordinarily does not include such fuels as kerosene.



PRODUCTPRODUCT
SOLVENT

Petroleum solvents readily dissolve all petroleum fractions, vegetable

oils and fats, and organic compounds of sulfur, oxygen, and nitrogen.

The solvent action increases with the solvent’s aromatic-hydrocarbon

content. All petroleum solvents poorly dissolve water (hundredths

of a percent).

Aromatic solvents poorly dissolve solid paraffins, while liquid propane

poorly dissolves asphaltic resinous substances. Petroleum solvents

(benzene, toluene, and xylene) exhibit low toxicity and are explosive.



BASE OIL

PRODUCT

Base oil is an intermediate produced by petroleum refineries. The quality

of base oil plays a critical role in deciding the quality of lubricants.

Approximately 75-85 percent of the motor oil consists of base oil by

volume. The rest 15-25 percent consists of additives depending on

properties such as pour point, viscosity, seal compatibility, additive

solubility and thermal stability.

Base oils are categorized into five different buckets — Group I, Group II,

Group III, Group IV and Group V. The first three groups are

obtained/refined from crude oil. Group IV base oils are synthetic oils

(poly-alpha olefin).



PRODUCT
GAS OIL

Gas oil (also popularly known as red diesel) is the same fuel as normal

road diesel but with one difference. Gas oil has been given a red marker

dye so VOSA or the police can easily trace the fuel if it’s being misused.

This is important, given that it pays a much lower tax than the diesel you

buy at the petrol station.

Gas oil is intended to be used in construction, farming, and heating.

It should not be used in vehicles that use public roads. If you did use

the fuel on a public road, this could possibly lead to a prison sentence

or a hefty fine.



PRODUCT
NAPHTHA

Naphtha, any of various volatile, higher-flammable liquid hydrocarbon

mixtures used chiefly as solvents and diluents and as raw materials for

conversion to gasoline. Naphtha was the name originally applied to

the more volatile kinds of petroleum issuing from the ground in the

Baku district of Azerbaijan and Iran.

As early as the 1st century AD, naphtha was mentioned by the Greek

writer Dioscorides and the Roman writer Pliny the Elder. Alchemists

used the word principally to distinguish various mobile liquids of low

boiling point, including certain ethers and esters.



PRODUCT
BITUMEN

Bitumen, also known as asphalt in the United States, is a substance

that forms through the distillation of crude oil. It has waterproofing

and adhesive properties. Bitumen production through distillation

removes lighter crude oil components, such as gasoline and diesel,

leaving the “heavier” bitumen behind.

The producer often refines it several times to improve its grade.

Bitumen can also occur in nature: Deposits of naturally occurring

bitumen form at the bottom of ancient lakes, where prehistoric

organisms have since decayed and have been subjected to heat

and pressure.



PRODUCT
General Trading

HITECH General Trading LLC - a general trading company, based in
Dubai, United Arab Emirates. We deal in Food, Beverage, Stationary,
Electronics and Personal Care sector. In Food, we have been trading
and distributing. In Beverages, we import and distribute various
general products, such as Electronics, Cosmetics, Office equipment
and perishable goods.

With Continued efforts, unfaltering fundamentals and visionary
approach, today we proudly emerged as one of the leading importers
and distributors of in General trading sector. HITECH trades all kind
of your needs and necessities for personal and professional demands.

We have developed a reputation as region’s specialist in wholesale
import and export of business and consumer products to clients
across Middle-East.



PRODUCT

We have solid experience in the Middle East over many years of supplying

election equipment & managing polling.

Elections

Hi-Tech General Trading llc  manages elections and supplies voting

equipment and kits, including ballot boxes, voting screens, training

kits, polling kits, station kits, and election management software and

devices. The company also has a division that supplies equipment to

the oil and gas industry.

We supply of election materials, services, and software.  We have handled

equipment and software for both electronic and paper-based elections.



PRODUCT
Food Trading

Processing and Manufacturing (With Business opportunity GCC Tax Free

for raw material Import and GCC tax free to our client if he imports our

product to GCC Country because our product made in UAE.

fumigation  air cleaning  blanching and  size sorting• • • •

•  • roasting  frying

We do the following when handling dry food stuff:

1) Nuts roasting, frying and crushing

2) Potato chips frying

3) Coffee roasting, crushing and blending

4) Rice husking, and polishing

5) Tea blending

6) Dates washing, drying, size sorting

7) Raisin and apricot washing, drying, size and double beam laser sorting



Office # 2016, Metropolis tower, Business
Bay, Dubai, United Arab

Dubai - United Arab Emirates
Email- ahmad@hitechgtr.com

    sales@hitechgt.ae
Phone: + +97145571057

Fax: +97145571072

HI-TECH
General Trading LLC
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